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Some highlights from this year
NOTABLE FACTS

MORE OFFICIAL:
WE BECAME TWITTER VERIFIED!

MEDIA PARTNERS:
POLITICO - EURONEWS - EURACTIV
FINANCIAL TIMES - THE ECONOMIST
PARLIAMENT MAGAZINE - REUTERS

INTER-INSTITUTIONAL:
FIVE EUROPEAN COMMISSIONERS
PARTICIPATED IN OUR EVENTS

... AND FIGURES

850 NEW SUPPORTERS
12k SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS
6k EVENT PARTICIPANTS
500k IMPRESSIONS
EU40 BBQ

EU40 hosted another successful summer BBQ at Place de Luxembourg. It was particularly welcomed this year, as the tradition had been interrupted in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Around 150 young MEPs and EU professionals came together in a relaxed networking setting. Attendees were able to profit from the platform that can shape young, future-oriented policies for Europe.
A high-level virtual discussion organised under the auspices of the Slovenian presidency of the Council of the EU. Done on the occasion of the new US-EU Transatlantic Trade Council (TTC), inaugurated by global leaders who have agreed to put forward the innovative instrument after the June EU-US summit held in Brussels.
NUMBERS
- 60 young experts;
- 20 EU member states;
- 40 Policy recommendations;
- 7+ Million social media impressions

TOPICS
- Telemedicine & Patient-Centred Care
- European Health Data Co-operation
- Health and the Green Transition
- Resilient Supply Chains
- Healthy Economies

COLLABORATION
EHP promotes strong cooperation between members and stakeholders. The last plenary even brought together a trilogue of EU institution representatives from the European Commission, the European Parliament and the Slovenian presidency of the Council of the EU.
What started as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic went on to become a staple in EU40 events. A successful series of virtual conversations over online platforms, #EU40Talks feature individuals that are shaping (or have shaped!) Europe.

#EU40Talks include discussions with current & former European institution members and representatives, former heads of state, high level executives, and other important stakeholders and policymakers on a variety of topics.
EU40 – The Network of Young MEPs and the European Committee of the Regions – Young Elected Politicians Programme (YEP) came together once again during the highly anticipated #EURegionsWeek to have a conversation between young leaders on the future of Europe.

Further information here
Here's what else we did in 2021
Beyond 2020: Global Youth Voices & Futures

2 February 2021

Commissioner Virginijus Sinkevičius
EU40 President MEP Eva Kaili
Anna Masiello
Christian Kurz
Aminata Belli

EU40 and ViacomCBS, in partnership with Euractiv, organised a digital event to present the findings of a research project on the perceptions of 2020, and to discuss these with young EU politicians, policymakers, and active citizens.

Further information here
#ICareForRare Campaign

February 2021

MEP Tomislav Sokol
MEP Cyrus Engerer
Paola Testori Coggi
Noemie Desquiotz-Sunnen
Jana Popova

Ahead of Rare Disease week 2021, EU40, together with Biogen and Reuters, launched the #icare4rare campaign to raise awareness on rare disease across Europe.

Further information here
Unlocking innovation & access for rare disease patients in Europe

22 February 2021

Commissioner Stella Kyriakides
MEP Tomislav Sokol
MEP Josianne Cutajar
MEP Dolors Montserrat
MEP Stelios Kympouropoulos

The virtual policy event brought together the European rare disease community to tackle this area of great unmet medical need, gain insights on the impact that policy decisions have on improving early diagnosis and the quality of lives of people affected by rare diseases.

Further information here
EU40 @ The Cortina Digital Forum

22-23 April 2021

MEP Eva Kaili
MEP Franc Bogovič

The Cortina Digital Forum - the upcoming "Davos of Digital" - kicked off its first edition virtually due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. EU40 is a proud supporter of the forum, with Managing Director Alessandro Da Rold being a co-founder of the initiative. With over 60 high-level speakers, of which EU40 President Eva Kaili was also featured.

Further information here
Brain and Machine: Improving MS Care in a Digital Age

27 May 2021

MEP Eva Kaili
MEP Maria da Graça Carvalho

In the leadup to #WorldMSDay2021, organised by The Economist Events in collaboration with EU40, Biogen, and the European Brain Council. The topic was innovation in biotechnologies, examining how the digital revolution is transforming health-care delivery, with a special focus on Multiple Sclerosis.

Further information here
In the lead up to the #EURO2020 kickoff, IBIA, EGBA, the EP Sports Group and EU40 co-organised a virtual event on innovation in sports and betting integrity, looking at how bookies work and how predictions are made.
Promoting Regional Funding

2 June 2021

MEP Niklas Nienaß
Alina Cunk Perklič
Peter Toth
Radim Sršeň
Iwona Lisztwan
Eleftherios Stavropoulos
Marion Eckardt
Olaf Pommeranz

The European Parliament RUMRA Intergroup and EU40 organised an expert roundtable on the topics of regional funding and community development, focusing on the European Commission’s CLLD strategy.

Further information here
From policy to practice: Zero-Pollution Brewing

4 June 2021

MEP Tsvetelina Penkova
MEP Nicolae Ștefănuță
Drahomira Mandikova
Erik Novaes

On the 4th day of the annual Brewers of Europe Forum and as part of #EUCleanWeek, EU40 and the EP Beer Club participated in a conversation on tackling zero-pollution policy goals related to the EU’s green ambitions, as well as circularity innovations and advances in the sector.

Further information here
The conversation examined the challenges surrounding plant gene-editing technologies (New Breeding Techniques), as well as bringing forward all of the exciting opportunities these technologies have for the agricultural industry.

Further information here
Is 'innovation' just a buzzword?

14 June 2021

Nathalie Sauze-Vandevyver
Martijn Buijsse
Garlich von Essen
Alessandro Da Rold

The second #EU40Talk on the challenges and opportunities within the agricultural sector, this conversation brought together specialists who spoke on whether existing EU agricultural policies and funding mechanisms are enough to maintain a sustainable agri-food chain.

Further information here
BUILDING THE FUTURE FOR REMOTE AREAS

A two-part high level discussion, organised in line with the European Commission’s publication of the future vision for EU rural areas. The first discussion held in July looked at the long term vision for rural areas, while the second one held in October discussed connectivity as the spark to rural innovation.

Further information here
THE ‘SILENT EPIDEMIC’ OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

Miia Kivipelto
Alessandro Marcuzzi
Francesca Colombo
Dominik Isler
Donata Meroni

EU40, the Financial Times, and Biogen held a virtual webinar on the prevalent issues surrounding Alzheimer’s Disease still in 2021. The speakers considered the fundamental changes needed to increase awareness of Alzheimer’s disease, improve diagnosis rates and enhance options for care.

Further information here
In 2021, EU40's popular #AskMeAnything series continued with high profile executives from major companies. In the spirit of honest and frank conversation, the sessions observed Chatham House Rules. These were often intimate sessions, reserved for the EU40 MEPS, offering them the possibility to engage with major industry players.
Speakers discussed how machine learning help markets identify and price climate risks, and what are the risks of delegating sustainable finance decisions to autonomous systems. The event featured various policymakers, civil society, and academia.

Further information here
EU40 hosted an online debate with policymakers and top health experts on the lessons learned from COVID-19 and what Europe must do from policy, regulatory, patient and industry perspectives to address the ongoing pandemic - while also preparing for potential future crises.
New trends in the European payments landscape

9 November 2021

MEP Ondřej Kovařík
Genevieve Marjoribanks
Hendrik Frank
Sandrell Sultana

EU40 hosted a virtual discussion with experts from European governments, civil society and interested organisations, where the speakers took the chance to look at what consumers want, what the industry requires and how policy is influencing it all.

Further information here
LET'S TALK

Have an exciting project you'd like to work on with us?
Get in touch!

OUR E-MAIL:
 eu40team@eu40.eu

OUR ADDRESS:
Rue d'Arlon 40
B-1000 Ixelles

LINKEDIN
EU40 - The Network of Young MEPs

TWITTER
@eu40

INSTAGRAM
@eu40.eu